For Reference
Not to be taken from this room

See the Beautiful Scenic Route of the Coast Boulevard for which the contract for 1st section is now awarded

SOUTHWEST
GRAND CELEBRATION
AT
Huntington Beach
June 20-21

Official opening of the Magnificent Reinforced Concrete Pleasure Pier, a monument to the science of structural Art. The most beautiful Pleasure Pier on the Pacific Coast. Free gift of the Municipality to the people. Don't fail to see it; you will be doubly repaid.

June 20. Continuous round of sports scheduled in exhaustive program all Free. Long Beach Band and Venice Band in attendance all day.

June 21. Bands will render most select and exhaustive sacred concert ever programmed on the South Coast.
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“One for All, All for One”
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85 NEW YORK VERSUS CHICAGO

Several years ago the great city of New York became frenzied at the thought of the War in Chicago at the southern extremity of Lake Michigan, and annexed a large amount of territory, including Brooklyn, at that time the fourth...